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Abstract 

The flow of blood mixed with copper nanoparticles in an overlapping stenosed artery is 

reported in the presence of a magnetic field. The presence of stenosis is known to impede 

blood flow and to be the cause of different cardiac diseases. The governing nonlinear 

equations are rendered dimensionless and attempted under the conditions of mild stenosis. 

The analytical solutions for velocity, resistance to the flow, wall shear stress, temperature, 

and streamlines are obtained and analyzed through graphs. The obtained outcomes show that 

the temperature variation in copper nanoparticles concentrated blood is more and flow 

resistance is less when compared to pure blood. The investigations reveal that copper 

nanoparticles are effective to reduce the hemodynamics of stenosis and could be helpful in 

biomedical applications. 

Keywords: Magnetic field, overlapping stenosis, copper nanoparticles, wall shear stress.  

1. Introduction 

Microvessels have a very significant role in the hemostasis of organs and tissues. Blood 

flows through them and delivers oxygen and nutrients to the organs, where they are 

exchanged with carbon oxides and metabolic wastes. In all cases, the chemical carriers are 

the red blood cells (RBCs). In terms of hemodynamics, about 80% of the total pressure drop 

of the circulation takes place in microvessels.  Popel and Johnson [1] and Lipowsky [2] were 

studied the microvascular rheology and hemodynamics of blood.  Freund [3] analyzed the 

flowing blood cells through numerical simulation because of their small diameter ( 300 µm) 

which is comparable to that of RBCs ( 8 µm). This has many implications on the flow field: 

the velocity profiles are not parabolic, the apparent viscosity is not constant and depends on 

the vessel diameter, the hematocrit is also dependent on the vessel diameter, phase separation 

occurs at bifurcations and a cell-free layer is formed along the wall (Sharan and Popel [4]). 
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Blood consists of a concentrated suspension of blood cells in plasma. Of the formed elements, 

the white blood cells together with the platelets occupy less than one percent of the volume of 

blood, while the RBCs form the dominant matter of blood, occupying about 45% and 40% of 

the volume for men and women, respectively (Chien et al. [5]). Zixiang-Liu et al [6] 

investigated the nanoparticle movement in cellular blood flow. Thus, the rheological 

properties of blood are primarily governed by the concentration of RBCs and their behavior 

at different shear rates. As the blood flows through microtubes, non-Newtonian effects, such 

as shear-thinning and viscoelasticity, become more important (Thurston [7]). Several 

constitutive models for the stresses of the model have been developed to present the 

viscoelastic, shear-thinning character as well as the non-homogeneous phenomena of blood 

flow (Apostolidis and Beris [8]). Quemada [9] derived a generalized Maxwell constitutive 

model by assuming that aggregation and disaggregation are simple relaxation processes and 

developed a relation between the number fraction of red blood cells in aggregates and the 

mean relaxation times of aggregation and disaggregation. Williams et al. [10] also derived a 

Maxwell model, based on quite a few restrictions, including that flow conditions, are near 

equilibrium. Vlastos et al. [11] examined viscoelastic effects and proposed a Carreau model 

for the description of blood shear-thinning (see also Dimakopoulos et al. [12]). Anand et al. 

[13] proposed a viscoelastic model that is based on the thermodynamic framework developed 

by Rajagopal and Srinivasa [14]. The model accounts for the dependence of the relaxation 

times on the shear rate and is in good agreement with experimental data in steady Poiseuille 

flow and oscillatory flow (Bodnar and Sequeira [15]). Chakraborty et al. [16] evaluated three 

viscoelastic models for the simulation of blood flow in a two-dimensional collapsible channel. 

This was one of the first studies in fluid-structure interaction with a viscoelastic assumption 

for blood rheology. 

 

The term stenosis indicates the constricting of the artery because of the growth of the 

atherosclerotic deposition or different sorts of anomalous tissue development. As the 

development ventures into the lumen (depression) of the artery, blood flow is impeded. The 

impediment may harm the inner cells of the wall and may prompt further development of the 

stenosis. In this way, there is a coupling between the development of stenosis and the flow of 

blood in the artery since every influence the other. The advancement of stenosis in an artery 

can have genuine outcomes and can disturb the typical working of the circulatory system. 

Blood flow is an eminent topic to researchers due to its huge applications in arterial 

mechanics. The study of blood flows in a stenosed blood vessel plays a significant role to 

inspect the different types of heart diseases. Robert [17] studied the dynamics of blood flow 

in stenotic lesions. Stenosis was first studied by Young [18]; who claims that very small 

growth leading to mild stenosis obstructions. Misra et al. [19] and Chakravarthy and Mandal 

[20] explored the blood flow through tapered overlapping arteries using a non-Newtonian 

fluid model. Because of its importance, Ponalagusamy [21], Reddy et al. [22], Sahu et al. 

[23], and Nadeem et al. [24] have studied the behavior of blood flow in the stenosed artery by 

assuming blood as Newtonian or Non-Newtonian fluid. Hemodynamics in stenotic vessels of 

small diameter under steady-state conditions and effects of viscoelasticity and migration of 

red blood cells were studied by Dimakopoulos et al. [25] and observed that the viscoelast ic 

effects in blood flow were found to be responsible for steeper decreases of the tube and 

discharge hematocrits as a decreasing function of concentration ratio. Stenosis may form in 

different shapes like multiple, overlapping, or irregular shapes. A mathematical model of 

non-Newtonian blood flow in a tapered overlapping constriction is investigated by Ismail et 
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al [26] and explored the occurrence of overlapping constriction by the power-law model of 

blood flows. Srivastava et al. [27] studied the Non-Newtonian effects on blood flows in 

overlapping stenosis. Shit et al. [28] developed a numerical model of the pulsatile blood flow 
in a porous overlapping abnormality under influence of magnetic fields. 

Nanotechnology plays a prominent role in branch fluid dynamics. It has huge 

applications: medicines, chemicals, food, automobiles, etc. A homogeneous mixture of 

nanoparticles consists of base fluids are known as nanofluids. The nanoparticles are made of 

oxides, metals, carbides, and carbon nanotubes. A base fluid contains oil, ethylene glycol, 

and water. Nanofluid has several biological applications such as probing of DNA structure, 

protein detection, cancer therapy, etc. The nanofluid was first proposed by Chio [29]. 

Nanofluids can be enhanced by thermophysical properties compared to ordinary fluids. 

Buongiorno [30] studied the abnormal convective heat transfer enhancement in nanofluids. 

Vajravelu et al. [31] clearly show the variations in convective heat transfer in the flow of Ag-

blood and Cu-water nanofluids over a stretching surface. Gudekote et al. [32], Sankad and 

Dhange [33] investigated the impact of wall features, chemical reactions, and variable 

viscosity on the peristaltic flow of Newtonian and Jeffrey fluid in a curved channel. The 

impact of non-uniform heat source/sink and variable viscosity on the mixed convection flow 

of third-grade nanofluid over an inclined stretched Riga plate was investigated by Nayak et al. 

[34].  Larimi et al. [35] and Shaw et al [36] explored the numerical simulation of magnetic 
nanoparticles/drug targeting in a bifurcation and permeable vessel/microvessel. 

Several researchers ([37-43]) studied the nanoparticle suspended fluid flow and showed 

that this technique will enable us to get appropriate results when these kinds of problems are 

modeled. According to some authors, the Ag-water solution decreases the boundary layer 
thickness than the Cu - water solution. 

 The advancement of stenosis in an artery can have genuine outcomes and can disturb the 

typical working of the circulatory system. Specifically, it might prompt: increased resistance 

to flow with a possible serious decrease in blood flow, increased risk of complete occlusion, 

abnormal cell development in the region of the stenosis. Due to its importance, Ramana et al. 

[44] studied the simulation of temperature and concentration dispersion in a couple stress 

nanofluid flows through stenotic tapered arteries. Nadeem and Ijaz [45] investigated the 

impact of nanoparticles on the blood flow of a tapered catheterized elastic artery with 

overlapping stenosis. The Cu-blood flow model through a catheterized mild stenotic artery 

with thrombosis was explored by Elnaqeeb et al. [46]. Akbar and Butt [47] and Akbar [48] 

investigated the effect of a magnetic field and permeable walls on copper suspended 
nanofluid through composite arteries and its applications in nanomedicines.  

The issue considered in the current research work has potential in engineering and 

biomedical applications. In the literature review, it is observed that many investigators have 

worked on the stenosed artery.  However, no investigation has demonstrated the effect of the 

magnetic force on blood mixed with copper nanoparticles in the overlapping stenosed artery.  

The pressure droplet, flow resistance, and shear-stress at the wall are analyzed and the special 

effects of many significant constraints are observed through the graphs. The thermophysical 
properties of blood and copper nanoparticles are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Thermophysical properties of blood and nanoparticles (Pak and Cho [49]) 

Materials Copper Blood 
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Symbols Cu - 

 8933 1063 

 385 3594 

 400 0.492 

 1.67 0.18 

 

Nomenclature 

 velocity components in  

directions  
 the radius of the tube at the stenotic 

region  

 the temperature of the fluid   the radius of the tube at the non-

stenotic region  

 Heat absorption or heat generation 

constraint  
 the beginning distance of the 

stenotic region  

 dynamic viscosity   length of the tube  

 Density   length of the stenotic region   

 thermal conductivity    height of the stenosis  

 thermal diffusivity   gravitational acceleration  

 heat capacitance of the nanofluid 

 
 pressure  

 heat source or sink constraint 

 
 resistance to flow  

 wall shear stress   magnetic field constraint 

 volume flow rate   Grashof number 

 

2. Mathematical formulation and its solution 

Let us consider an incompressible and axisymmetric flow of blood mixed with copper 

nanoparticles through a tube having overlapping stenosis in the presence of a uniform 
transverse magnetic field (cf. Fig. 1). 
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Fig1. Schematic presentation of the hose with stenosis 

  

The geometry of the artery wall having stenosis can be described as (Chakravarty  and 

Mandal [20]):  

  

(1) 

Here  is the tube radius at the stenotic region and  is the radius in the non-stenotic 

region,  is the beginning of the stenotic region, is the length of the tube  is the length of 

the stenotic region, is the maximum height of the stenosis at , 

and  is the critical height of the stenosis at ,  from the origin. 

The governing equations of an incompressible nanofluid (Akbar and Butt [47]) can be 

specified as: 

 

                                       

(2) 

 

                                  (3) 

 

 

(4) 

 

                                   (5) 

 

The boundary conditions are well-defined as: 

 at                                                                                 (6) 
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at                                                                   (7) 

Here,  are the velocity components in  and  directions, respectively,   is the 

temperature of the fluid, and is heat absorption or heat generation parameter. 

The effective dynamic viscosity , effective density , effective thermal 

conductivity , thermal diffusivity , and the heat capacitance  of the 

nanofluids, respectively, are specified ([30 - 31]) as follows:  

 

 

The scaling variables are as stated:  

 

 

(8) 

Here  is the averaged velocity over the section of the tube with a radius .  

Applying the above scaling variables of Eq. (8) in Eqs. (2) - (5) along with mild stenosis 

 condition   , and after dropping the dashes we get as:  

                                                                                                                                (9) 

                                                                            (10) 

                                                                                               (11) 

Using scaling variables in the boundary conditions of temperature and velocity for artery wall, 

and are given as: 

                                                                                  (12) 

                                                                                      (13)     

Where is the magnetic field constraint, is the heat absorption constraint, is the 

temperature, and is the Grashof number.   
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The velocity of a fluid with copper nanoparticle suspension and temperature are obtained by 

solving the Eqs. (10) And (11) of the model  along with the boundary conditions (12, 13),  

and are given below as: 

                                                         (14) 

                                                                                      (15) 

Some of the important dimensional physical quantities are presented below. The flow rate 

is given by 

                                                                             (16) 

 

This gives us: 

 

                                                             (17) 

The pressure drop over one wavelength  is given by: 

                                                                                                                 (18)                                                                                                            

The impedance is denoted by and is defined by: 

                                                                                                                                   (19)                                                                                     

The pressure drop in the normal portion of the artery   at   is given by: 

                                                                                                        (20)               
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The flow resistance directly impacts the stream of blood and has a direct connection with the 

flow rate of blood. The impedance within the normal artery may be computed as: 

                                                                                                                               (21)         

The normalized impedance can be calculated as: 

                                                                                                                                  (22)                           

The shear stress on blood vessel walls is one of the physical quantities which have a 

significant influence on the flow of fluid at the wall. The wall shear-stress may be computed 

by using the formula:  

                                                                                                                           (23) 

4. Discussion of outcomes 

To comprehend the physiological behaviors of relevant constraints, the analytical 

expressions obtained in the preceding section are presented through graphs. The effects of 

various constraints (cf. height of stenosis, a radius of the tube, length of the tube, the length 

of a stenosis, heat source or sink parameters ( ) on temperature) are involved, in the 

equations of temperature  impedance and wall shear stress have been carried out 

by MATHEMATICA software and entire results are presented in Fig. 2-12.  

The effects of stenosis height ( ) and a heat source or sink constant ( ) on 

temperature are shown in Figs.2-3. The temperature rises when the stenosis height and heat 

absorption constant ( ) upturns. The temperature is higher in the middle of the tube and 

lowers near the walls. It is also noticed that the temperature deviation in blood mixed with 

copper nanoparticles is more than that of the pureblood.  

Figures 4 - 6 illustrate the deviation in velocity  with that of the radial distance 

 for different values of stenosis height ( ), heat source or sink constant ( ), Grashof 

number . It is experiential that the velocity of blood is high in the middle of the tube and 

decreases towards the wall, and the velocity is zero at the wall of the tube. It is also seen that 

the velocity rises to the stenosis height ( ), heat source or sinks constant ( ), Grashof number 

, It is noticed that the rate of change in velocity is more in the case of copper 

nanoparticles contained blood due to features of nanoparticles. It clears that the magnitude of 

velocity is greater in the normal artery as compared with the stenosed artery. Furthermore, 

velocity attains higher values for diverging tapering as compared to converging tapering. The 

velocity is more when Cu nanoparticle concentration is increased in the blood, which means 

that the Cu nanoparticles can improve the blood velocity in the stenosed artery due to the 

high thermal conductivity of Cu nanoparticles. These results validate the outcomes of Akabar 

and Batt [47]. Magnetic forces are used for the transport, separation, positioning, and sorting 

of magnetic and non-magnetic objects. Many areas in microfluidic applications involve the 

manipulation of particles in a controllable manner. The effect of magnetic field 

constraint is observed through Fig. 7. As an increase in magnetic field constraint  the 

velocity of blood decreases. It confirms the fact that the Lorentz force acts as a retarding 

force. Due to the influence of the magnetic field, most of the nanoparticles and iron particles 

of blood activates and it affects the velocity of blood flow in an artery. These outcomes are 

agreed with the outcomes of Larimi et al. [35], Shaw et al. [36], and Akabar and Batt [47]. 
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The variations in flow resistance to stenosis height for different values of heat 

source or sink constant ( ), Grashof number , magnetic field constraint , and the 

volume flow rate   are depicted in Figs.8-11. It has been seen that the resistance to flow 

increases with ascends in , and , however, decreases with descends in   and .  

From these figures, It is noticed that the flow resistance is less in the copper nanoparticles 

concentrated blood. It is worth mentioning the physical reason behind such observation. The 

obstructed fluid in the constriction region quickly moves towards the main flow region and 

hence the fluid enhances the resistance to the flow in the pre-stenotic region for a transitory 

period before attaining the minimum in the post stenotic region. A similar reason is attributed 

to the reduction in resistance in the post stenotic region. These findings predict that copper 

nanoparticles can improve blood flow and enhances the hemodynamic response. The wall 

shear stress  against the axial distance  for different values of heat absorption 

constant , stenosis height , Grashof number  , and magnetic field constraint  

are plotted in Figs.12-15. It is seen that the wall shear stress  is upturned with growth in 

 and  while declines with growth in  and . It is also perceived that the wall shear 

stress  increases from to  and from there it decreases to and 

again, it increases to  from there it gradually decreases and approaches zero. 

Understanding the wall shear stress is very critical to find out the things which are happening 

with the small arteries and arterioles. The pressure gradient and the wall shear stress impact 

the arteries and these arteries become very firm over time, and they lose their elasticity. 

These affected arteries when exposed to high blood pressure leads to the rupture of the 

arterial wall. These results are in agreement with the numerical result of Ramana [44], Akbar 

[48] and are also holding good with experimental outcomes of Bureau et al. [50] and 

McMillan [51] in the case of resistance to the flow and wall shear stress of blood. 

The trapping phenomenon is an essential part to study fluid flow issues.  It is by and 

large the arrangement of the inside flowing bolus. The movement of the inside flowing bolus 

in a fluid is implanted by a different stream. This phenomenon is particularly useful in blood 

circulation issues. Streamlines have been plotted in Figs. 16 - 18 for pure-blood and Cu-blood 

for different values of  , and  . It is observed that the size of the bolus increases with 

heat source constant , and stenosis height , and magnetic field constraint . From 

Fig. 16-18, it is also noticed that the volume of the trapped bolus lessens for Cu nanoparticles 

concentrated blood as compared to pure blood.  

  

  
Fig. 2. Variations in temperature  for  when 

 

Fig. 3. Variations of  temperature  for   when 
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Fig. 4. Variations in velocity  for   when 

 

Fig. 5.  Variations in velocity  for     when    

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Variations in velocity for   when 

 

Fig. 7.  Variations in velocity  for    when  

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. Variations in flow resistance for    when  

 

Fig. 9. Variations in flow resistance for  when  
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Fig. 10. Variations in flow resistance  for    when 

 

Fig. 11. Variations in flow resistance  for   

when  

  
Fig. 12. Variations in wall shear stress  for    
when

 

Fig. 13.  Variations in wall shear stress  for    
when 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 14. Variations in wall shear stress   for    

when 

 

Fig. 15.  Variations in wall shear stress   for    

when 
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Fig. 16.  Streamlines for  pureblood when  (a)  =0.1 (b)   =0.2 and  Cu nanoparticles concentrated 

blood when  (c)  , (d)  
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Fig. 17. Streamlines for pureblood when (a) (b)  and Cu nanoparticles 

concentrated blood when (c)  (d)  
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Fig. 18. Streamlines for Cu nanoparticles concentrated blood when (a) (b)  

 

5. Conclusion 

 The present article is intended for investigating the impact of the magnetic field and 

copper nanoparticles on the flow of base fluid through an artery with overlapping stenosis. 

The key points of the present work are summarized below.  

 The velocity profile increases with the height of stenosis , heat absorption constant 

, and Grashof number  but decreases with magnetic field constraint . 

 The flow resistance  rises with ascends in , and  but it falls with an increase 

in   and .   

 The wall shear stress increases with growth in stenosis height and heat absorption 

constant and however decreases with growth in Grashof number and magnetic field 

constant.   

 The temperature  rises when the stenosis height and heat absorption constant 

increase and the temperature is maximum at the center of the tube and least near the 

walls of the tube. 

 The volume of trapped bolus increases for pure blood and copper blood an increase in 

the heat source constant and stenosis height. However, the size of the trapped bolus is 

more for pureblood as compared to copper nanoparticle's concentrated blood. 
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